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Are you looking for high-impact, research-based strategies to transform your students into

high-achieving and inspired learners? In The Strategic Teacher, you?ll find a repertoire of strategies

designed and proven to meet today's high standards and reach diverse learners. Twenty reliable,

flexible strategies (along with dozens of variations) are organized into groups of instruction. To

guide teachers in delivering content to students, the authors started with the best research-based

teaching and learning strategies and created a tool called the Strategic Dashboard. The dashboard

provides information about each teaching strategy in a concise, visual profile; it is also designed to

document how you incorporate current, highly respected research into your plans. The authors have

combined their years of research and practice to deliver reliable, high-impact, flexible teaching and

learning strategies grounded in current, highly regarded research to teachers at all levels of

experience.
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I've been teaching for several years now and have heard the same tired strategies over and over

(KWL, learning logs, cloze notes, etc.). This book has engaging, effective strategies that work

across disciplines and grade levels.I have planned most of my year already with this book!

The Strategic Teacher provides research-based strategies to fit many different teaching goals. The

key to effectively using this book is know your goals; the book will help walk you through the most



effective strategies based on those goals. It is a great way to expand the ways that you teach to fit a

variety of learners and contexts. Rather than raising up 'one' teaching strategy as the best in a

dogmatic way, the book embraces the reality that different teaching goals and contexts demand

different strategies. In some cases, presentation is perfectly appropriate (if mastery of information is

a goal), while problem solving, puzzles or interpersonal dialogue are suited to deeper understanding

of a concept or building of relationships between students.As a grad student in Education, I know

that I will reach for this book to figure out the HOW of teaching and to ensure that I design units of

learning that use a variety of effective strategies.

If you are a teacher on the look-out for new teaching strategies to engage your students and help

them grow, this is the book for you! Dr Silver, the late Richard Strong, and Matthew Perini have put

together an INCREDIBLE resource for teachers!! The book contains twenty teaching strategies,

step by step explanations for each, as well as strategy variations and teaching examples. I regularly

use most of the strategies in this book and always purchase a copy to give to the student teachers

that I have in my classroom (I also have them try their favorite strategies from the book: they love it

to).Once again, the BEST resource for teachers on engaging teaching strategies!Mike Yell, Middle

School teacherNBCT, former president of the National Council for the Social Sudies

There are some really interesting ideas in this book. I am a math teacher and there are actual math

examples included. I will definitely be using these strategies in my classroom!

This book is amazing. It tells you strategies for teaching and then teaches you how to use them with

guidelines and step-by-step checklists. That is almost unheard of in texts! Must have for veteran

and novice teachers alike.

I originally rented this book, but I'm going to purchase it because I can totally see myself constantly

going back to this book when I'm doing lesson plans. Great arsenal of tools to use in the classroom.

This is an excellent resource on 15+ research-based instructional strategies for teachers to learn.

The strategies are interesting and the protocols are well developed by the authors. Their dashboard

for evaluating the strategy is also very interesting and useful.Bob

Good list of strategies for gifted teachers
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